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Lesson

OverviewOverview

Hebrew & Me: OVERVIEW
Phonetic Introduction Phase (Lessons 1-16)

-Children learn new letters best when reading words that they know and can confidently 
recognize. If they don't recognize the word they are sounding out, then they know they 
have read it incorrectly and have the opportunity to naturally self-correct. Therefore, zero 
words that the child doesn't know will be included in the phonetic introduction phase. 
English-speaking children know English. Hebrew vocabulary in the majority of children is 
insufficient for the phonetic-recognition phase, so English words translated into Hebrew 
letter phonetics will be used, mixed with real Hebrew words as vocabulary is introduced 
beginning in Lesson 3, phasing in more real Hebrew and less English week by week, until 
all English-in-Hebrew is phased out after Lesson 16.

-Language acquisition is built-in to the human brain, but requires a combination of 
verbal, visual, tactile, and applied techniques to truly master and remember a letter 
shape+sound: hearing and saying the letter sound (verbal), tracing the letter shape 
(tactile), seeing the letter written up on the board (visual), and applying the letter into 
phonetic writing (applied) in phonetic word building games and activities.

Hebrew and Me Phase (Lessons 17-20)
-Children love projects related to themselves: their name, why they are special, and 
what they care about the most. The Hebrew Name Project is a multi-week focal 
project with a goal of connecting children to feel positively about Hebrew. This is 
accomplished by learning their Hebrew name, learning how to spell and write their 
own Hebrew name, what it means, why they have it, and how their Hebrew name fits 
into their family story. They will make (over several weeks) a special poster all about 
themselves, with their Hebrew name, with favorite words in Hebrew that they want 
to learn (such as, a kid obsessed with dragons can learn and write the word dragon 
 on their poster in Hebrew). This project helps to foster pride and self-identity (ְדָרקֹון)
in a way that connects the child to the Hebrew language.

Hebrew and Familiar Songs and Prayers (Lessons 21-26)
-This phase continues building Hebrew vocabulary knowledge, introduces 
essential grammar aspects related to basic decoding, and introduces friendly and 
familiar Hebrew reading (Shema, Hinei Ma Tov, Ma'ariv Aravim, Four Questions, 
Shehecheyanu and Shabbat Blessings). Students begin decoding these most-familiar 
Hebrew prayers and songs where the student is now phonetic reading unknown 
Hebrew words and no longer able to recognize every word as they read.

-As students read, decode, and analyze familiar texts they will be building comfort 
and confidence with sounding out Hebrew words that they do not know, while 
practicing finding and identifying familiar words within a larger text.
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shavuah

Exception words.

Prefixes and Suffixes

Yisrael

ֹחֶשְך

kolָכלsameachָׂשֵמַח יהוה

ֵּבן ben

Decoding Toolkit, Read/Decode/Analyze

Plural Words, Adjectives, Dagesh

Read/Decode/Analyze

Read/Decode/Analyze

Read/Decode/Analyze

R/D/A Available Texts:
-Shabbat Wine Blessing

-Shabbat Candle Blessing
-Shabbat Challah Blessing
-Passover Four Questions

-Shema
-Shehecheyanu
-Hinei Ma Tov

-Ma'ariv Aravim (Roll into Dark)

cholָכל


